We discuss the contributions to the proton helicity in the infinite-momentum frame from polarized quarks (Aq), polarized gluons (AG), and orbital angular momentum (Lz). We first examine the behavior of the polarized structure function g!(x) at small x, arguing that it is consistent with dominance by the al (1270) and related Regge trajectories. This supports the EMC estimate of li dx g;(x), and hence the conclusions that As < 0 and Au + Ad + As II 0. These conclu-C-1 C-1 sions are also supported by recent data on elastic Y p -+ u p scattering. Next 
This supports the EMC estimate of I'dx gp(x), and hence the conclusions that As < 0 and Au+Ad+ s = 0. A! These c';'jyly@; are also supported by recent data on elastic scattering.
Next we argue that in the Skyrme model with only pseudoscalar mesons, AG = 0 and L, = k. These results still hold when the chiral Lagrangian is made consistent with the scale transformation properties of QCD by incorporating a scalar gluonium field.
Finally, we argue on general grounds and by explicit example that if the parameters of the chiral Lagrangian are adjusted so that gluons carry -50% of the proton momentum, carried by quarks. analogous to the classic momentum sum rule, with two remaining candidates for giving the nucleon spin: gluons and orbital angular momentum. The main 1 purpose of this paper is to predict values for AG end L,, using chiral symmetry, the l/NC expansion and scale invariance.
most of the orbital angular momentum L, is ----------------------------------------------------------
First we study in more detail the behavior of the spin-dependent structure function g:(x) at small x, verifying that it is consistent with the expected Regge behavior I1 l1 and extracting the effective al (1270)/fr (1285)/fr (1420) trajectory intercept. We give examples of the polarized s quark distribution As(x) which are consistent with this Regge behavior and the known magnitude of the strange sea.
These results support the EMC extrapolation of g:(x) to x = 0, its determination of .f; dx 9; (4, and the deduction that As < 0 : Aq E Au+Ad+As = 0. We also point out that a negative value of As is supported by recent elastic (Y' p +(i) p scattering data!12' After recalling our previous argument "'using chiral symmetry and the l/NC expansion to explain why Aq N 0, we then use the same approach to estimate AG and L, in Eq. we find that they carry less than 40% of the nucleon's orbital angular momentum.
We start by discussing the small x behavior of g:(x) and the magnitude (6)
* Recently, new data from Fermilab on polarized C-p-decay have become available!241 A new global fit 'as1 which also includes a new estimate of neutron lifetime has the net effect of bringing down the F/D ratio by no more than one standard deviation relative to the previous estimatej5' i.e. from 0.63 to 0.61.
. It has been pointed out previously I261 that elastic (6' p +(Y) p scattering is sensitive to As. Assuming the Weinberg-Salam model, the cross sections involve the 2' coupling to the (ti7P7su -d7P7sd -~7~75s) axial current, and hence are sensitive to Au -Ad -As in our notation. New information on As can be I"' obtained from recent data on elastic (Y' p +(Y) p scattering.
The result of a fit to their data can be parametrized as
where q = 0.12 f 0.07!"' Using Au -Ad = gA = 1.25 this result corresponds to' As = -0.15 f 0.09 (10) This is not sufficient by itself to prove that As < 0, but it is consistent with the value of As extracted from polarized pp scattering, and supports the subsequent deduction that Aq = Au + Ad + As N 0. It is a priori surprising that As is so large and negative, and one might query its consistency with our knowledge of the strange quark momentum distribution s(x) and the expected Regge behavior at small x. We have investigated this question by constructing possible s quark polarization densities As(x) of the form cxa As(x) = for x < x0 44 for x > xc As(x) dx = -0.23 (11) where cx = -0.25 or -0.5 (cf. the earlier discussicn), s(x) is taken from Ref. 34 , and xc is defined by requiring continuity in As(x). Two polarization densities of this form, multiplied by the coefficient l/18 with which As(x) contributes to g;(x), are compared with the data on g;(x) in Fig. 2 . We find consistency between the data on g:(x), the inferred magnitude of As, the independent measurements of s(x) and the expected Regge behavior of As(x) at small x. Our faith in the canonical interpretation of the EMC data that As < 0 and Aq = Au + Ad + As = 0 is thereby reinforced.
We differ on this point from Ref. 35 , where an attempt was made to use the data on the s(x) to set a bound on As(x). This cannot be done directly, for s( + Ndwz (12) where UPS = cY,UUt with u(x) =exp (~$w#4x)) (13) where +i = ~0, T, &, v8 , f,+ is the pseudoscalar nonet decay constant, A gives rni, of order l/N,, e is determined by fitting the static properties of the baryons, and the Wess-Zumino part of the Lagrangian is given in Refs. [9, 371 . The nucleon mass to leading order in l/NC is obtained from the Lagrangian (12) by 5 The vanishing of Aq is therefore a model-independent result (like F/D = 5/9), unlike the specific numerical value of gA, which is highly model-dependent. x(r)/ (01 x lo>. w e s h ow in Fig. 3 the profile functions F(t) and 2(r) for our own preferred solution, to be discussed later. The angular momentum of the modified soliton is still given by equation (14), but now using the expression (18) for 800.
It is clear that all the angular momentum is still orbital, so we conclude that as given by equation (20):
Since the angular momentum Li (14) is given by the moment of inertia, which weights the space integral of 6 oo with a multiplicative factor of r2, contributions to L, from large t are favoured. In the chiral limit aiU(x) -r-' as Irl + 00, w'hereas six -exp(-mXr), where mX -1 GeV is the scalar gluonium mass.
Therefore the gluonium contribution to 8oo is concentrated at smaller r than the density of pseudoscalar meson fields, and we would accordingly expect the glue to make less than a 50% contribution to L,. This intuition is borne out by our own explicit numerical calculations.
We solve numerically the equations of motion for the scale-invariant chiral
Lagrangian (12) , ( 15)) using A = 0.22 GeV, f+ = 0.132 GeV, and e = 4.5. We have evaluated the percentage of the linear momentum and of the orbital angular momentum carried by the quarks for different values of a in the chiral limit.
Stable numerical solutions could not be found for a < 0.0025. We find that the gluons carry -50% of the linear momentum when a = 0.0025. In this case they carry about 36% of the orbital angular momentum. This orbital angular momentum fraction varies by -1% for 0.0025 < a < 0.0040, for which the linear momentum fraction changes by 2 or 3%. The chiral profile function F and the scaled gluonium field 2 (t') f or our preferred value of a = 0.0025 are shown in It is interesting to note that i(O) 2 10m3 for values of a giving -50% of the linear momentum to the gluons. This independent phenomenological constraint therefore favors the suggestion in ref.
14 that a bag may appear in a chiral scale-invariant soliton.
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In this paper we have continued our previous analysis '*I of the different contributions of quarks, gluons and orbital angular momentum to the spin of the proton. Previously we argued that in the limit of chiral symmetry and large N,,
Aq z Au + Ad + As = 0. In the first part of this paper, we presented a more detailed Regge analysis of the spin-dependent structure functions g!(x) at small x, which supported the interpretation of the EMC data that indeed As < 0 and Aq N 0. These conclusions were also supported by (Y' p d(i) p scattering data.
In. the second part of this paper, we argued that the proton spin is not due to gluon polarization but is in fact orbital angular momentum. Furthermore, we argued that most of this orbital angular momentum is carried by quark constituents of the proton, rather than by gluon constituents. 
